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The University of New Hampshire announced its selection of Dr.
Robert F. Barlow, a Colby College
economist , as the first Dean of the
"Whittemore School of Business and
Economics.
Austin I. Hubbard, President of
the Board of Trustees , said that Dr.
Barlow, an associate professor of
economics and administrative assistant to the President of Colby, will
come to UNH July 1to become head
of the first new major division since
the several undergraduate colleges
were combined into the University
of New Hampshire in 1923.
The Whittemore School was established in 1960 to strengthen the
University's relation to the business
and industry of New Hampshire and
New England through instruction,
research, and service. It is named
for the late Laurence FJ Whittemore of Pembroke, one of New
England's best known industrialist
and civic leaders, who served on
the UNH Board of Trustees for 16
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years, the last five as President .
In Waterville, Colby President
Robert E. L. Stridor paid tribute
to Dr. Barlow with a statement
which said :
"Dr. Robert Barlow is one of our
most highly respected teachers and
one of our most promising young administrators. His contribution to the
work of my office as administrative
assistant this past year has been
invaluable. The University of New
Hampshire is to be congratulated
for their wisdom in choosing Dr.
Barlow as Bean of the Whittemore
School of Business and Economics.
We shall miss him and his charming
wife and fine family but they take
with them our warmest wishes for
a bright future. We are proud, too,
that our neighboring university has
chosen a Colby graduate and faculty member for this highly significant position. "
Dr. Barlow, whose contributions to
business and economics education in
recent years have won him consider-
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able recognition , has been teaching
at Colby for nine years. He received
his undergraduate degree CUM
LAUDE from Colby in 1950, the
Master of Arts degree from the
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy at Tufts University in 1951,
and his Ph.D. in economics from
the Fletcher School in 1960. In lis
graduate work at the Fletcher
School he specialized in international
trade.
He also has studied at the London Schol of Economics under a
Fulbright award in 1951-52 , the Institute of International Law at The
Hague, and Harvard University
Summer School.
Dr. Barlow has been assistant
director and economist for the Proj ect on Aging of the Northeastern
[Research Foundation , Inc. and was
co-author of "The Aged in the State
of Maine," a report prepared for
the White House Conference on Aging in 1960.
He has done considerable research

in natural resources. His "Report
on the Allagash to the Natural Resources Council of Maine" for the
Conservation Foundation of New
York, of which he was the co-author last year, has received national
attention.
In 1957, Dr. Barlow was a Fellow
of the Merrill Center in Economics
at Amherst College, and he was a
consultant on tax policy to the 1960
pre-legislative conference of the
Maine Legislature.

The importance of business and
industry to New Hampshire's economy prompted the UNH Board in
1960 to create the new school to give
more emphasis to the program in
economics and . business administration. The 1951 New Hampshire Legislature gave approval to the upgrading of the existing department
to a school with independent status.
The department was the largest in
the College of Liberal Arts, with
about 300 major students.

Miller, Wiswall
Review Stu-G
At Annual Fete

Waterville, April 23 +- The annual Student Government banquet
was held in the Smith Room of
Roberts Union today. Members of
the Student Council, incoming and
outgoing members of the Executive
Board, Deans George Niekerson and
Francis Seamen, Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Williams, and President
Strider attended.
After dinner, outgoing Stu-G
President Frank Wiswall spoke. He
indicated that among Stu-G's shortcomings were : that the amount of
Stu-G's authority has never been
clearly defined; that there exist
real problems of communication between Stu-G and the faculty, the
Board of Trustees, and particularly
the student body which Stu-G
serves - and that Stu-G members do
not really devote as much time to
Stu-G activities as they might. Although the situation did, according
to Wiswall, improve markedly this
past year , there is still much room
for improvement in this last area.
Wiswall pointed put that 26 individuals are legislating for almost
1200 students, and a tremendous
amount of trust has been delegated
to those individuals . It is only right ,
he said , that such "trust be repaid
with vigorous action and interest.
Wiswall then preceded to praise
his fellow members of the Executive
Board, Vice-President Ron Ryan,
Secretary Nancy Kudriavetz, and
Treasurer Allston Weller. He also
wont out of his way to praise the
developing , committee.- system . ..of
Sty-G and tho, increase in Colby's
participation in USNSA actiyities
during the past year. Tho importance of USNSA was very highly
i
stressed by Wiswall.
Following Wj swail's speech, Bunny Road , Chief Justice of Women's
Judiciary, swore into office Marsha Palmer, newly- elected Secretary
Continued on Pago Nine
To tho old tradition of facult y*
student teas was added a new
noto last Friday after noon. At
tho DEKE-TrKlelt Faculty . Tea,
toa Was no{thor serve d nor soon ,
but a tastefu lly " loade d" punch
Was served (augmented with cof*
,' foo for non-drinkers) .
Attende d by a largo number of
faoultt y , as well as administra tive personnel , tho casual , conversational atmos phere was a wol¦ como change (havin g boon ex«
' pressed by both groups) front tho
orqss-lootorn relationshi p wo us- uaily encounter ,
Tho Increased attendance of
facult y at this function was gratifyin g and porho ps readil y 'explainable.
,
v : : ' ' ¦. .. ¦
Sporry

Robert F. Barlow
Dr. Barlow is a native of Cambridge, Mass. He attended schools
in Waterville, Maine, before enrolling at Colby. He is married and the
father of four children.

Class Officers

And Referendum

Votes Anno unced

"Deathcamp " Author
To Give Talk Here

Viktor Frankl, author of the Colby Book of the Year, FROM
DEATH GAMP TO EXISTENTIALISM, will deliver an Averill

USNSA Protests
HUAC Hearings
In Los Angeles

Colby NSA coordinator Robert
Gula recommended that students
Lecture at 8:00 p.m. in Runnals Union, next Wednesday, May 9.
either write individually or that
Frankl will come directly to Colby from Europe to deliver the lec- Stu-Gf write as a whole to Congressture which resulted from efforts by President Strider to have Hm men protesting HUAC activities in
Los Angeles. The recommendation
appear at Colby made earlier this year.
was made at the April 30 meeting
. Viktor Frankl is professor of
of Stu-G.
neurology and psychiatry at the
University ^bf Vienna and is the
On April 24-27, a subcommittee of
creator of logotherapy, the Third
the HUAC held hearings in Los AnViennese School of psychotherapy.
geles. This action of the Committee
He has been a guest' lecturer ' at the
once again brought to the fore the
Royal Society of Medicine in Lonissues raised last summer at the
don and at the University of Buenos
NSA- Congress.
Aires ; he has made lecture tours in
The USNSA reaffirmed its belief
Australia, Ceylon and India as well
in the inherent right of the individas several in the United States.: Dr.
ual in a free and open society to exFrankl has contributed articles to
press without fear of recrimination
numerous journals, including PASany opinion which is neither libelTORAL PSYCHOLOGY, the AMous, slanderous, nor constituting
ERICAN JOURNAL OF PSYconspiracy or incitment to commit
CHOTHERAPY, and the ACADa concrete criminal act.
EMY REPORTER of the Academy
The USNSA disapproves of the
of Religion and .Mental Health ; he
HUAC
on the grounds that no propis tho author of thirteen books inViktor
Frankl
aganda
should be restricted in a
cluding THE DOCTOR AND THE
demooratio
society and that ConSOUL and FROM DEATH-CAMP WHEREAS :
gressional
investigation
of "propaTO EXISTENTIALISM, which
1. bandilions aro pretty, but
ganda
can
serve
no
legislative
pur"
grew out of his experiences in four green grass is prettie r;
pose
which
is
consistent
with
the
concentration camps from 1942-1945,
2. Tho Bio. Dept. likes its
Constitutional
guarantee
that
and is Colby's current .Book of the grasshoppers
all in one place ;
"Congress shall mako ho law . . .
Year.
, 3. Colby College was a cow colabridging the freedom of speech
lege until tho students started
. , ." The mandate of tho House
keeping off tho lawns.
to the JUL)AO has been used to at4. The green grass snake says
tack tho principle of freedom of ac" Don 't tread on me. "
cess to information and opinion on
B. Grass Is good anti-mud propolitical isBueB, a principle vital to
tection ;
a free society. Tho fear of possible
! 8. Wo want to bo pro ud of our
Committee investigation endangers
| col lege ;
the progress of intellectual inquiry
Dame Judith Anderson , the fam- > 7. Colby has some of the poand exchange of those ideas which
ous British actress, will appear at i tontlaliy
greenest
grass
In are mode available only through
the Waterville Opera House Satur- [Maine ;
personal association with individu als
day, May 5, under tho auspices of
8. Jonathan Swift said that : of diverse and sometimes unpopular
|
Colby's Powder and Wig. Assisted ! "whoever could make two ears
opinions. ,
by four other actors, sho will re- 6t corn or twb blades of grass to
USNSA urges that all its m ember
create hor two most celebrated roles, grow upon a spot of ground
|
portraying Lady Macbeth in tho whore , only one grow before , campuses support the abolition of
sleepwalking , scene from Shake- ! would deserve bettor of mankind , tho HUAO as expressed in Its decspeare's© play, and then starring in and do more essential service to laration. However, rocognisiing that
an abridgement of Robinson Joffore ' his co untry, than tho whole race the Congress has both tho ri ght and
the duty to investigate . acts of estranslation of Euripodos' Mcdoa,
of politicians put together ,"
pionage, sabotage, and conspiraoios
Damo Judith has stated that she | Therefore , wo, the Student
to overthrow by force tho governknow from childhood that sh o would Government of Colby Collo go, do ment of the United States USNSA
,
dovoto her - . lif o r to , the" ' theatre. hereby declare the week of Sunrooommonds that thoso functions bo
"When I was very small, I began day, May 0, to bo Colb y Green
exercised by .tho Judiciary Committo givo recitation s and ontorod man y Grass Week , and do hereby urge tees of the House and ' Senato rescompetitive talent shows. I fool very that all . friends ,of tho collogo do
pectively.
sorry for young-pop-olo todoy who | pay proper ros poot , to our Colb y
Mr. ' Gula's recommendation to
don 't know what thoy want to bo." i Greens.
Student Government wan not acted
Signed, at tho Executive
Sho fools that "studyin g and per- I
upon , nor did ho ask for any ope!
Chamber , April 23, 1002
Oonfcmuod on Pago Nino
Oontinuod on Pago Four

Judith Anderson
Will Perforin
Tomorrow Night

According to figures released by
Student Government, 696 votes
were cast in the class elections of
last Friday, April 27.
Kenneth Robbins was elected
President of the Class of '63. Ken,
a member of Kappa Delta Rho Fraternity, is a philosophy major , and
is from Old Greenwich, Connecticut.
Elected Vice-President of the class
was Charles Carey, a Lambda Chi
Alpha from Pall River, Mass., majo ring in economics. Ruth Schaefer ,
an English Literature major from
Arlington, Va., was elected Secretary. Diane Ellsworth, a Delta Delta Delta from Geneva, Illinois, majoring in American Literature, will
be class treasurer.
The Class of '64 elected Stephen
Schoeman its President. Steve, an
independent from New Rochelle,
New York, is a history major. Bob
Drewes was elected Vice-President ;
he is a member of Lambda Chi Alpha from Pelham , New York , and
majors in Economics. Treasurer
Kenneth Nye is from Glenview, Illinois, a member of Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity, and majors in English. Betsy Crockett , a Sigma Kappa
from Camden , Maine, majoring in
ait, will be Secretary.
William Oates was elected President of tho Class of '65. He is a
member of Delta Kappa Epsilon
Fraternity, and comes from Concord , New Hampshire. Charles Bonsall, from Watorville, has been elected Vice-President. Charlie, is a
member of Zeta Psi. Jamos Foxman, a Kappa Pqlta Rho from
Kearney, New Jersey, will bo Treasurer, and Louise Molanson, a Sigma
Kappa from South Haven, Mass.,
will be Secretary.
Tho first referendum question,
"Do you feel that Honors should
bo awarded in tho January PlanP"
was answered Yes by a 2-1 vote.
Part A of tho second referendum
vote, "All classes between 11:80
a.m. and 3:00 p.m. wore omitted
this past Qood Friday. Did you participate in somo devotional service
during these hours P" was answered
No by a 4-1 vote. Part B, "Would
you havo participated in an interdenominational ohapol service ?" was
answered Yes by a 25% majority.
Tho third referendum question,
"The USNSA Coordinator ,and Social Chairman of Oolby Student Government shall bo granted ono vote
oaoli on. tho Student Council," was
passed by a 8-1 -majority, and will
now bocomb part pf tho Student
Government Constitution.

Editorials:
Robert Barlow

With Robert Barlow's departure for the University of New Hampshire, Colby will be losing one of its most able teachers, a fine economist, and an administrator whose worth — unfortunately for the
Colby community — has been too adequatel y demonstrated by the
rapidity with which UNH sought him out, less than a year after his
appointment as an administrative assistant to President Strider.
Mr. Barlow has been among those administrators whose characteristics include a liberal and intelligent view of Colby's needs and potentialities, coupled with the clear-headed and forthri ght vitality
necessary to their realization. He has always been more aware of
Colby as an educational rather than as a guidance institution, and
the academic growth of the College has been his primary concern.
It is, for example, largely due to the efforts of Mr. Barlow and his
associates that the January Plan ever got INTO the talking stage,
let alone out of it.
The President did not speak in jest, nor as tritely as it may have
seemed, when he said of Mr. Barlow's departure, "We shall miss
him." The choice of a replacement is going to be a difficult one.
As dean of the Business Economics School at UNH, Mr. Barlow
will without a doubt find opportunity for the exercising of his many
abilities. The best wishes of the student body go with him.

Everett Fish Strong

To the Editor

To the Editor :
On Sunday evening the Colby
Symphony Orchestra gave as fine a
concert as I have heard in my four
years at Colby. Unfortunately, the
student attendance was mere than
pathetic, I can see three possible
reasons for this. First, the ECHO
(with a very short paragraph which
did n't seem to have • space to list
the evening's program or any information on the guest piano soloist), made a statement which may
have been misleading to the student
body. The statement was to the' effect that tickets would be required,
which, for the student body, was
false information. This may h ave
kept students away.
The second possible reason would
be that our publicity department
was falling down on the job. But
perhaps there are more important
things going on which take precedence over culture.
The third reason I list with a
slight hesitation. Could it be that
there IS a general apathy on the
part of the student body toward
anything above mediocrity ? I don't
like to think so because I count
myself among the student body. Exams and papers press on us all. I
would prefer to believe that most of
us were just not aware of the fact
that the concert was. being given.
However, the student attendance at
Powder and Wig presentation of
Dame Judith Anderson will be the
proof of the pudding. This IS welladvertised and should be worth
while.
Gary Davis '62
April 3, 1982

Also announced last week was the retirement, after forty years of
active service to Colby's Modern Language Department, of Everett
Fisk Strong, Professor of French.
Any students who have come into contact with Professor Strong
know well the vitality of his teaching; it is hard to conceive of such
a demanding taskmaster having reached retirement.
It can only be hoped that Professor Strong will maintain strong
contacts with the College for many years to come despite his retirement, so as to give as many of Colby's students as possible the benefit To1 the Editor :
of his learning.
I would like to expres my dissat-

Nticlear Testing

isfaction with the approval of the
referendum supporting the continuance of honors as a grade
in the January Program. Although
this point may seem trivial, I believe the designation of an honors
grade is in opposition to the ideals
of the January Program. If the
value of independent research is to
be assessed solely by the grade,
then it is useless to assume that a
month's work has any more benefit
to the individual than receiving a
grade upon the termination of his
work. To be specific, the value of
this type of independent research
is largely personal. The honors
grade only serves to emphasize the
end product rather than the
benefits of the intermediate work.
End products can be fraudulent,
misinterpreted , and erroneously evaluated while independent gains
cannot. If we apply an honors
grade to the January Program we
are debasing one of its virtures —
the persuit of knowledge for its own
sake. Why must this experiment in
independent study start off on the
wrong fopt P
Richard J. Schneider
April 29, 1_62

Last week, the United States resumed atmospheric nuclear testing,
on the orders of President John F. Kennedy.
The, demands of continuously obsolescent weapons technologies
have once more proven more important to the government of, by, and
for the people than the demands of an equally finite and mortal humanity.
Not that it is the President who deserves to be singled out for criticism — not by any means. No one doubts that he agonized long and
hard before committing himself to the inevitable. Certainly, there
was but one coiirse open to him — for if Russia tests, then we must
test, without a question. It is a matter of saving face. And it takes a
measure of imagination to conceive of the possibility that breaking
such a chain reaction — to spealc not at all facetiously — might save
a good deal more than face.
There are already stock piled more than enough nuclear weapons
to reduce this sorry planet to smithereens. In one sense, then, it might
be argued that setting them off one by one reduces such a possibility,
slowly but surely. It is the other side of the coin, however, that still
manages to frig hten : it is raining as this editorial is written, and anyone who has ever read John Kersey's pleasant little book, HIROSHIMA, knows well th e sorts of May flowers a nuclear April shower
can bring. Of course, it is in all probability too Soon for any of the
residue of our Pacific experiments to be floating over Maine.
But time cures all evils — aiid brinks more in their stead. Even
the Editor :
safely in the Colby womb, we are not immune. If for nothing else, the ToAccording;
to the statement of finPresident deserves our thanks for so reminding us.
ancial policy, ds prinlod in the
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Editorial:

IFC Rush P lans

In an open meeting two weeks "ago, the IFC met to discuss rushing rules for next year. Since then, the proposals have been narrowed
down to three, and a referendum was held this week by the fraternities in order to indicate to the IFC what the houses themselves prefer.
By the printing of this issue of the Echo, the IFC may already have
decided on one of the proposals; at any rate, this article will come
after the houses vote. It seems worth the risk, however, to consider
even this late one of the proposals, that of full semester rushing. This
proposal indicates something of the attitude on the part of a great
many Colby fraternities towards the academic and cultural life of the
College.
There were three proposals contained in the IFC referendum
which was presented to the houses this week. The full semester rushing plan proposed that rushing begin almost immediately after the
opening of school next year. It would continue until after the end
of the first semester, and bids would probably be handed out either
in January or at the beginning of second semester. The split-rushing
plan provided for nine days of rushing to start the last week in September. This would be followed by twelve days of semi-quiet period ,
and there would then be two more weeks of concentrated rushing,
terminating about the last week in October. The third alternative
was the "present" system, similar to that used this year.
It is the full semester rushing proposal that we wish to consider,
from the point of view of Colby as an academic community attempting to place freshmen in an atmosphere conducive to academic orientation.
In the form suggested by several of the houses, the full semester
rush system supposedly has a number of important advantages over
alternative systems. The arguments presented by these houses center
around the belief that the full semester system would "minimize scholastic strain on brothers and freshmen alike," and that the extended
period of time would force the houses to place "academics above
rushing." On the surface, this seems like a good proposal — except
for the neglected fact that the continued "life" of a fraternity depends upon the success of its rushing program. Granted that the
brothers and freshmen would have to do some studying— they really
have no choice ; but as the course of the semester went on, .and some
of the freshmen began to "commit" themselves, there would still be
a number of undecided freshmen , there would still be the "elite*'
group sought avidly by many houses, and there would be many -freshmen who wanted badly to get into a particular house but had not yet
been asked by that house for a "commitment." There would certainly be no lessening of pressures on these freshmen , any moire than there
would be on the part of the houses who wanted a particular freshrhah
badly or who wanted simply to fill their complement. To a fratenity,
the life of the house is far more important that the first semester
scholastic average. If anything, the intensity of the rushing,' particularly of the "no holds barred" type, would increase a's the semester
began to draw to a close — just at about the time the second set of
Hour etfams, a set vitally important to freshmen especially, began to
roll around — not to mention finals.
Another argument in favor of the adoption of this plan is that it
would "unify the fraternity system." This is sheer nonsense. Anyone
who knows any thing about ru shing knows that the antagoniisms and
enmities between houses are intensified a thouj iaiid-fold during rushing. This proposal offers the College a full semester of fraternity frictioris and jealousies.
Anether argument presented was that the system woiild tend to
keep the fraternities "on their toes;" which is equivalent to saying
th at the hou ses would have to keep up their "•.now johs", for a full
semester instead of only three 6*r four week-. This in itself produces
quite a bit of strain and tension. .
^

There were a number of oikef sirgu_hents presented which also tried
"Col}>y Echo" of Aprii 27, '< . . .upporclassmen will have to repay vary- to show the benefits that would accrtiie _rom .itch a plan, but they
h}g percentages of th,e aid hence- are minor ir. comparison to thb onek above, and rieed riot be tpnsiaforth to be granted them partially ered here.

m .tlio form of loans.'?
the s-tajtomor-t of policy, at- printed, 'may _b interpreted as follows.
For upperclassnaon, all financial aid.
shall bo grafted on a ban. jiasis and
repayniont shall, consist}"of fractional
romitianoo jof tho
is totaj aid. .fs the
Dres^ejii policy
understood, olniy
siu^ent accepting scholarship, aid in
excess of a stipulated amount is roEDITOR — DANIEL TRAlSOTt, ,^;
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MANAGING EDITOR — SUSAN SCHAEPF, '63
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, .. . .
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Continued on Page -four

The most significant aspect of this proposalIs the impicit attitude
it reveals about the way & $hich soxxie; at l__jl , of the housed regard
the academic and! cultural life of thei College. Pushing is, at fctest, a
necessary evilj at its -worst, ^ is a real h_-*.drance to alj ovying die incoming freshmen to become a part of a community which exists for
abademic and cultural, iiot social, reason^. Counting the time until
bids are given ou t, after Christmas vacation, arid the: tiitie necessary
for fr aternity pledging activities, this! proposal Would place freshmen,
for the first six months of their college careers, iii such a position that
their exposure to the opening cultural and intellctual doors of the
college would be severely hampered by concern with aspects of college
life which should be at best; of secondary importance!. The proposal ,
di-appoiritiiigly, illustrates brice again thb basically reactionarij/, ahtiinteilectuai role which the fraternities too often play ii Colby.
Althbiigh rushing is necessarily a part of Qolby life, let us hopre trjat
the f-ate-chities have had, or IFC will have, tlie wisdom, to place the
gdals of the College above the whims of the fraternities.

Berger Discusses
Sociology And The
American Mind

I often sit in the 'smoking room of Miller Library ancL-while doing
my daily assignments, watch my fellow students pursue their various
courses. During these moments, I am treated' to a panorama of student behavior which unfolds itself before me in an often mystifying
fashion . In a way,. I feel much like an outsider looking in, and yet
there is a sense of my own intricability from that which I view. It is

a scene of irrationality and confusion, yet beneath it all, there seemto be a thread of continuity, of purpose, and even of achievement. But
to a great extent, that thread is
Bublimated, and yon must observe
closely to find it.
, A co-ed walks by, her make-up
and dress cunningly conceived to
catch the male eye. She is on her
¦way to a desk, • and yet the coyness
of her smile, the wink in her eye,
and the flounce of her silken curls
-would indicate anythinig but academic endeavor. Yet there it is, all
part of the great game of study.
The word "game" is not used inadvisedly here, either. For it is a
game, a ritual, with its rules and
boundaries, its penalties and goals,
and above all, its challenge. It is
competition — and all young people
like competition.
Study under these circumstances
is a frenetic, frantic activity, almost a fill-in for other activities.
Most students , like myself , can only
sit here for an hour or a little more
at a stretch, in continuous concentration . Then the chain must be
broken and another activity takes
place for a few minutes or half an
hour. More often than not, this new
activity will be a cigarette creak , a
chat, a flirtation with a co-ed. Even
in this conversation, the study element will enter, in the form of
"How much there is to study, " or
"Have you done your paper? " and
other similar topics. Nor is this
true simply in hoy-girl flirtations.
It is interesting to note how much
this topic of conversation creeps in ,
even during play time.

Study and play are in direct relation to one another. And as in a
formula, play will rise or fall with
the amount of pressure placed upon
studying. So, if we have a greater
amount of pressure, as in finals, the
play index will be low, and vice
versa. This equation is roughly true
for all students at certain times of
the year, and fluctuates thereafter
according to the various Workloads
each student has to carry.
I constantly attempt to view this
game of study objectively, to keep
myself from becoming too involved
in much of the .trivia. Yet I find
all too often that I am inextricably
inyolv .-d in the game. It seems that
Just because I am here, at Oolby
College, because I have friends, because I study where others are,
that I too must play the game of
study. But the question I often ask
of myself and others around me is,
"How important, how meaningful,
is this method of study?" What has
this trivia to do with the real problem at hand ? Perhaps none. But
maybe these forms m of play and
study go deeper than just Colby
College in particular. If we were to
consider Colby a michrocosm of American society as a whole, perhaps
this situation is indicative of our
'
society in general.
I sit in the study room and ponder
this point. For this too is part of
my education, to. cope not only with
educational problems but with the
problems of leading a purposeful,
useful life " as a, citizen. This is the
challenge: to understand, and in
understanding to be constructive.
' M.R.M.
i'

To the Editor : .
Although the new program of financial aid is advantageous in that
it makes possible grants to a greater number of students then are now
receiving them , it may be equally
disadvantageous in other respects.
Colby has been striving to increase
students ' interest in education
through graduate study. The new
financial aid program , which will
require many students to accumulate debts of considerable size over
the course of four years may seriously curb students' interest in
graduate school, especially since
most students will have to look
forward to further borrowing to finance their graduate education,
Gary Britten Miles, '62
May 1, 1962

dia that 1 had given earlier in the
morning session, devoted to an articulation of the philosophy underlying the Indian constitution which
governs the democratic experiment
undertaken by the nation, Mr. Banter's question was : "If the government can compensate an individual
for his property on the basis of
what the government can afford,
then as the amount the government
can afford apprbaches zero, does not
the acquisition of property approach
confiscation ? Then under extreme
conditions what is the practical economic difference between pure
Communism and your interpretation
of Indian constitutional Philosophy
today ?," I responded by suggesting
that the real problem was how to
reconcile private profit with public
interest ; that this issue had to be
^
faced by every democratic
community, including the U.S.A.; that
there was not much of a difference
between the two countries when it
came to dealing witb the issue on
the practical level — and hero I
tried to draw upon tho stool price
episode — but for the fact that tho

To the Editor :
May I seek the hospitality of
your columns to add a brief postscript to the excellent report on the
Alumni Weekend Faculty Seminar
appearing in your issue df April 27 P
. ' It relates to a sentence which is
likely to bo misinterpreted by those Indian Prime Minister has constituwho did , -pot, pr could not, "attend tional powers whereas the American
tho panel discussion. This is how it President had to function on the

reade: "After stating hk beliefs
and criticisms firmly and concisely,
Mr. P^ndoya declared, 'Proudly j
stand. I don't core if you call mo a
ctommunist.' "
' It 'it wore a DoIIn* audience in India that I had addressed , I would
really not bother to issue a correction, f ar ( tJ-u-ty know mo well enough
was
$0 bo able to understand what !
trying to say. But .the United States
is a different affair) and I suppose
that it would bo useful for! me tip
restate briefly the point that I was
trying to make.
So here' it is. The question that
I was answ,erjng toward tho close
of tho panel discussion was put to
mo by , Mr. Bantor (Class of '41),
and it aroso from ibo lecture on In-

basis of his own prestige and
strength. As to cpmponsp,tion offered , it v/ias extremely generous ;
and no understanding was nationalized except in an extnamo case of
gross abuse of "publib interest" and
"general welfare, '' My concluding
poinjb yas (and i-ero I aja trying; to
reproduce, to the JeStdDt; no„siblo,
infty:, ©-kaot words) : "The>lba_-p pr
ciple |b that tho public interest must
regulate pHvivtd profit* t Mo not
really know if this is communism.
If it is, you could not pay it a higher tribute; As far as I am concerned,
I jiroudly stand for this principle.
And- I don't oare if you call me a
communist.1'
Continued on Pago Eight

On Thursday, Apnl 26, Dr. Peter
L. Berger from the "Hartford Seminary Foundation spoke on "Sociological Thought and the American Imagination."
He began by disclaiming the four
"usual" images of sociology. It is
not the theoretical side of social
work, it is not for-the purpose of
social planning or social engineering,
it is not the gathering of statistics
about human -behaviour for market
research, etc., nor is it for the express purpose of developing scientific methodology, although, Mr.
Berger said, methodology is important to any intellectual systematic
approach. Rather, Mr. Berger said ,
his purpose was to show the underlying motif in sociology which makes
the sociologist a debunker of the
"official" side of society.
Mr: Berger finds a peculiar American flavor to debunking which he
traces partly back to the history of
sociology in America. In France,
Germany, an d America, sociology
arose "out of the need to respond
intellectually to a deep shaking up
of the world taken for granted." In
Prance, this was an effort to cope
with the "on-going French Revolution," and the leading figure there
was August Comte. In Germany, sociology arose from the crisis of historiesm in the second half of the
19th century. In America, sociology
arose from both the academic influence of France and Germany and
the necessity to cope with social dislocations caused by the industrial
revolution and urbanization. American sociology found its source in
the "other America,'' the -"unofficial America." One can see this
"unofficial" American reflected in
such writers as Sinclair Lewis and
Mark Twain, who see beneath the
transparency of the official world.
With the sociological vision, one
sees societies as carnivals. America
is not as overgrown with tradition
as Europe so its carnival nature-, is
seen more easily. . Recognizing the
carnival-like nature of society, one
may play the game of life with
tongue in cheek, Mr. Berger said.
In the development of sociology
in America there is, says Mr. Berger, a recognizable trend to see beneath the official view — to play the
debunker. Thorstein Veblen, one of
our. earliest sociologists, demonstrates this v sociological vision. His
perspective is irreverant cunosity
and clearsightedness. Mr. Berger
sees this irreverant curiosity again
in the development o-f urban sociology in Chicago during the 1920's.
One still senses the group's fascination with the "other " America —
the America of the juvenile gang,
the prostitute, and the slum.. In
the development of occupation studios there is anotthor fascinated concorn with the carnival aspect and
all the richness, variety, stupidity,
And dignity of the ."underside" of
society. Community studios evidence
Continued on Page Eight

Carp enter Lectures On
Rembrandt's Etchings
By Shirley Parry
"Rembrandt, the Baroque, and Etching" was the subject of Professor James F. Carpenter's excellent lecture of Monday, April 30,
opening the exhibition "Prints of the 17th and 18th Centuries," now
at the Bixler Art G_.llery.
Mr. Carpenter commenced his illustrated lecture by explaining what
arose when Rembrandt, the quiet, thoughtful, introverted artist — as

shown by his "Self-Portrait," with
its many nuances of light and dark
and its great subtlety — was born
into the vigorous^ pompous, elaborate Baroque tradition. For a portion
of his work:, moreover, Rembrandt
chose the medium of etching, notable for its clear, precise ' lines. The
potential conflict between the artist's "painterly" instincts, the
powerful Baroque tradition, and the
very linear, precise medium of etching is obvious, Rembrandt's works
do, in fact, reflect this conflict, and
Mr. Carpenter's lecture centered for
the most part around the gradual
Rembrandt
reconciliation
that
achieved.
The reconciliation in terms of
style was illustrated by three prints
which showed successive stages of
llembrandt's artistic development,
particularly with regard to the interweaving of light and dark, flowing from, part to part, and the use
of space. The excesses of the High
Baroque, to which the artist submitted in his early career, were exemplified by "The Blinding of Samson," a violent, very romantically
"Night
conceived picture. In
Watch," the intense physical energy
of the Baroque had shifted to the
psychological realm, resulting in a
combination of the two. "Jacob
Blessing His Grandchildren '' showed
the mature Rembrandt who had
"tamed" but still retained to their
best advantage the formal qualities
of the Baroque mentioned above. In
this picture, everything has been
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Week of April 23 f
The regular weekly meeting of the Student Government was called
to order on April 23, 1962 at 7:30 p.m. by President John Wesley
Miller. The following business was considered :
1. Three referendum questions were passed by the council and
will appear on the ballot Friday for the student body decision :
a. Do you feel that the "honors" grade should continue to be
WHEREAS :
awarded in the January Plan ?

b. All classes between 11:30 a.m.
and 3:00 p.m. were omitted this
past Good Friday.
1. Did you participate in some devotional service during these hours P
2. Would you have participated
in an interdenominational chapel
service ?
c. The NSA coordinator and the
Social Chairman shall each have ono
vote on tbe Student Council.
2. A motion to change the referendum system by placing a question on this Friday 's ballot was
COURSE ELECTIONS
defeated.
3. President Miljor submitted the
Students who are planning to
roturn to collogo hero moxt fall following list of committees under
vullKoloot courses from Tuesday ! the. Student Government for considMay 8 through ' Thursday, May eration pf tho council next •week.
24. Tho procedure for tho elec- Anyone interested in isserving on any
tion of courses Is to pick up of, thc^e committees requested to
materials at the Rooordor 'e Off Ice cdi*.tapt j ifr. Miller :,

In tho . Eustis Building startling
tho morning of May fl, make an
appolntmotit with tho departmental advisor, and then oomr
ploto tho oiootlon form with the
advisor 's help and approval. It
Is advisable to iijgj -p n n parly
pppolntinont, for fapulty |Momi-

reduced from physical action, via
psychological interest, to a concern
¦with the spiritual qualities of the
subject.
Mr. Carpenter continued with an
examination , of the further reconciliation made necessary by Rembrandt's choice of medium. In the
series of etchings illustrating this
part of the lecture, the strong contrasts, very right tonal qualities,
and separate modeling of each form
in "Abraham Dismissing Hagar"
-yielded, in "The Angel Raphael Deserting From Tobit," to a more
flowing , composition, with larger
'areas of embracing, unifying darks,
Furthermore- the . artist showed
himself to have more feeling for his
medium in the latter print through
his greater attention to linearness ;
he often lost the line in "Abraham. "
The culmination of this development came in "Christ at Emmaus."
Here, Rembrandt exploited the
qualities of the crisp, etched line,
yet pushed it toward the flowing
tonal treatment and the more open
linear quality that the medium suggests. The sentitiveness he achieved
is simply remarkable when one considers the medium in which the artist worked.
Particularly illuminating was the
contrast between this latter etching
and an earlier version which demonstrated how, in twenty years,
Rembrandt had moved from the obvious to the subtle, from the violent
Continued on Page Eight

Ffaahod Committee, Women's Relations Pomniitteo, Athletic Affairs
Gdihmittee, $b_ial Affairs Committee, USNSA Committed Student
Faculty Relations Committed; Committed of .Physical Plant.
Commlttoo of Constitutional Revision, Committee of Froahmon Orientation, tydligioius Lifo Committee,
Dining Problem Comrriittpoi Sdsquicontonnidl Committee, Cultural Lite
Committee, Publicity Committee,
Men ' s Judiciary Blebtions Committee.
4. Thd folioiviag proclamation \vas
passed : ' ¦!"

1. Dandilions ' are pretty, but
green grass is prettier ;
2. Tho Biology Department likes
its grasshoppers all in one piece ;
3. Colby College was a cow collego until the students started
keeping off the lawns ;
4. The green grass snake says
"Don't tread on mo," ;
5. Grass is good anti-mud protection ;
6. We want to ftp proud of our
college ;
7. Colby has some of the potentially , greenest grass in Maine ;
8. Jonathan Swift said that :
"Whoever could make two ears of
corn or two blades of grass to grow
ijpdn p. spot of ground where only
oho grow before, would deserve better of mankind and do more essential service to his country, -than
tho whole radd of politicians put together. "
Thordford vro, the Student <ldvdrhmdnt of Qolby College, do hereby
ddoji-re the week of Sunday, April
29j to bo Colby Grooh Grass Week,
and , do hereby urge that all friends
of tho college do pay proper reapoot
to diir Colby Greens.
Signed , iyt tho 'Executive Chamber
,
¦
April __ , 1982
Thoro being no further busiiiess,
tho mooting was adjourned at 8 :30
P'm Respectfully submitted ,
Marsha Palmer, Secretary

Continued from Page Two
the policy is incorrect since it makes
the term "legitimate college employ" meaningless. In any case,
some explicit statement of the policy as it affects the post-graduation
repayment of aid which has consisted in part of work would seem desirable.
Richard J. Friary, '64
April 27, 1962
To the Editor :
The new conservatism is neither
new nor conservative. What is 'passing for conservatism today is the
liberalism of the nineteenth century
which has since become fossilized.
Conservatism has become just another fad like the concept of the
natural man and the . return to nature prompted by the writings of
Rousseau. And as with Rousseau,
so with conservatism , the deeper
meaning has been ignored. The word
conservatism, not the philosophy
conservatism , is being used as a
convenient justificat ion for everything from opposition to the United
Nations, to opposition to social security, to opposition to a big centralized Federal government. Under
the mask of conseratism everything
is either made desirable or termed
undesirable or liberal.
Without getting into the discussion of every conservative trend of
political theory and without attempting to point out every aspect
of conservative thought , I think
that there are basically five types of
conservatism. Each type has a corresponding following and movement.
Fi rst , there is pocket book conservatism. This is materialistic and
status quo doctrine. People who espouse it are not willing to have their
wealth taken away for such programs as medical care and public
welfare.
Second , there is status quo conservatism which is a temperament
that wants no change.
Thi rd , there is organizational conservatism which results from the
weight of inertia which builds up in
any organization. The British Labor
Party is an example of a fossilized
trade union bureaucracy which has
grown conservative in organization
and in action.
Fourth , there is the Utopian reactionary brand of conservatism. People of this belief wish to go back to
another age , a more romantic age.
Those people do not wish to keep
things as they are. There havo been
many famous reactionary Utopian
conservatives. Plato wished to take
Athens back to her Golden. Age.
There was the Southern school of
writers who praised tho period before tho Industrial Revolution. To
an extent , Senator Goldwater is a
Utopian reactionary who wants to
recapture tlio Ago of Jefferson. Disrael i , and tho famou s Young . England Movement attempted to rivive
feudalism and even tournaments.
Poetry was used to justi fy and to
rom anticize their position.
Fifth , thoro is philosophical conservatism . This is tlie true conservatism in its many aspects and with
its many philosophers. Burke,
Hum e, and Sir Winston Churchill
aro part of thia school of thought.
And yet oven philosophical conservatism breaks into two lines of
thought. Burkoan evolutionary conservatism which was exemplified by
Tory Conservatism ,, , and the reactionary conservatism of DoMaistro
and Cortes, Clearly, then , conservatism is a complicated word with
many wariod and important differences.
With those thoughts in mind, I
find it difficult to accept a group
like the Young Americans for Freedom as tho embodiment of conseratism in America. It is oven more
difficult for mo to understand how
the press can and does label not
only tho Young Americans for Freedom but many right wing groups as
being conservatives in nature and
belief. It is as much the fault of tho
press as it is of those various move-

I do not wish to discuss the policies of Young Americans for Freedom as an example of misguided
thought and action. It is irrelevant
whether this group likes or dislikes
the United Nations , supports or
doesn't support social security, is
for or against the Federal regulation of commerce and industry.
What is relevant is that-'in the name
of conservatism this group and
many like it throughout the country, is creating policies and implemen ting policies. In the name of
conservatism , fossilized Benthamite
doctrines , Social Darwinist doctrines , and Spencerite doctrines are
being fostered.
I think that one example will
show the fallacy of the whole contemporary "conservative" approach.
The Federal government is becoming
too big, its powers too great , its
influence too felt. The budget , the
departments, the structure, all are
too much out of line with what the
government is supposed to be. The
Young Americans for Freedom uses
the Constitution as proof of its position . The question is put , "Americans ¦stand at a crossroads today,
and face a question of immense importance. Shall they retain their
heritage of freedom — a heritage
made possible through the observance of limited government , private
enterprise, and a morality based on
eternal truths and principles? Or
shall they turn to one of the various systems of collectivism which
deny morality and truth . . .systems
which have destroyed the freedom
of people throughout the world ?"
The inference here is that either
our Federal government is limited
or the nation will become collectivist.
And yet the Young Americans for
Freedom forgets that it was the
conservatism of the Founding Fathers, Federalists , that promoted
them to seek a strong centralized
Federal Government. In fact, Hamilton wished to do away with the
states completely. How ironic it is
that today one group is stressing
the one thing, limited government ,
which the Federalists were opposed
to. The Federalists limited government in the sense that they feared
accumulation of power in the hands
of ono body to tho detriment of the
nation. But the Federalist, were not
for limited government in the sense
of government regulation of commerce , governmental tariffs and
treaties with foreign powers , and
governmental supervision of voting
procedure s in the country.
If the Young Americans for Freedom is opposed to strong government that is fine , but in doing so ,
let it not invoke tho name and the
philosoph y of conservatism which
contains as ono of its main principles
strong government.
So man examples can be cited to
sh ow th o inh er ent falla ci es within
the many now conservative movements of today , A' man runs for
office and calls himself a conservative opposed to big government ,
welfare programs , and tlio United
Nations. The Nowburgh Plan is proposed as a conservative piece of
advice for the nation. Yet it was
Spencer , th e liberal , not Burke, the
conservative, who would havo endorsed such a plan. A group is formed which decl ares itself conservative
and the press prints tho news without apparent analysis nor awareness
of a philosophical conservatism. A
fad is created and the whole nation
shakes and shudders and says that
conservatism is hero , it is in the
colleges , it is rising. But what is forgotten is that the student of political
theory and his teacher shudder and
shako and wonder whether what
thoy road in the book could possibly
bo what the Young Americans for
Freedom and its kind print in the
nowfl.
When one ' analyzes it , thoro has

never boon a conservatism in this

country. Tho frontier, immigration,

tho absenc e of a feudal or landed
ments that claim conservatism that aristooraoy, laissez-faire, and class

tho conservative philosophy is being mobility havo prevented tho rise of
confused , distorted and mado unin- an offootivo conservative temperatelligible,
ment in this country. Burkoan con-

servatism has not really had
an effect because there has not
been the opportunity for its growth
in the United States. Nor has the
ottantotist tradition of DeMaistxe
and Metternich had much effect .
What has been prevalent has been
the classical liberal tradition of
Locke and his natural rights doctrine) and the later liberal traditions
of Bentham , Spencer , and the Social
Darwinists.
• Conservatism is indeed , in its philosophical sense, foreign to our
shores. And thus , what is . being professed today is more in the Jeffersonian tradition and in the Lockean ,
Benthamite, classical liberal , laissezfaire , traditions than in the Burkean, Tory Conservative tradition. I
think that a reading of Peter Viereck's Conservatism , F rom Ad ams to
Churchill, will bear out my contention that the conservatism being
written up in the newspaper .is1
nothing more than an outgrowth of
classical liberalism.
I conclude by strongly protesting
the assumption that the Young
Americans for Freedom originated
and monopolizes the conservative
tradition , and that it and similar
groups are conservative in philosophical term. I think that it is
time the press used the word conservatism with a little more restraint and with a clearer understanding of- what conservatism means.
Sensationalism is not truth. I think
it is too bad that a perfectly valid
political tradition has become a fad
and a fancy, a news story, and a
political key to success.
.When I think of modern conservative statesmen I do not think
of Senator Goldwater , a man who,
nevertheless is a responsible and
talented legislator. When I think
of a modern conservative statesman
I think of Sir Winston Churchill.
There is-the difference.

Echo Protests .
Provisions Of
McCarran Act

In conjunction ,with the editorial
staffs of college and university newspapers throughout the country, the
Echo editor and editorial board
sent the following letter earlier this
week to President John Kennedy :
Dear Mr. President :
We are deeply disturbed by. the
McCarran Act ; especially the labelling pro-vision for so-called Communist literature contained in this Act.
The Internal Security Act of 1950,
known as the McCarran Act,' is a
product of the-- anti-Communist
hysteria of the McCarthy era, and
only serves to foment a resurgence
of that hysteria.
The Act is- hardly designed to
facilitate the free and objective exchange of new ideas - - at the very
time when the younger generation
must develop new solutions to the
problems of international understanding and peace. Young people
have a right to explore new ideas
and concepts as presented in various
publications. A preconceived definition in the form, of a label should
not be applied to literature which
expresses unpopular views. We believe that American youth should
decide for themselves the. value of
the ideas presented in any publication . Ideas should be investigated
in terms of their own merit, not as
to whether they are or are not
Communist.
The label is virtually a badge of
censorship and appears to . be designed to discourage youth, many of
whom will shortly vote for the first
time, froin looking into the publications of minority political parties.
If, the publishers of "The Worker"
STEPHEN SCHOEMAN
and "New Horizons for Youth"
President of Colby College
are subjected to the harassment of
Young Conservatives Club
being subpoenaed to appear before
May ' 1, 1962
a Federal Grand Jury, .what guarantee remains for ' others who express
minority or dissenting opinions'?
USNSA PROTESTS
The First Amendment states that :
Continued from Page One
make no law . . .
"Congress-shall
cific action at this time. Further
citizen of the U.S. may
that
a
/
recomm endations will be made upon
"The Worker,
more specific investigation and ac- subscribe to 'Izvestia',
tion of tho Colhy USNSA Committee.

- Thank
For

Combellack Math
Text Published

Titl ed "Introduction to Elementary Functions," the text contains
selected topics from college algebra ,
plane analytical trigonometry, and
'
plane analytical geometry.
Professor Combellack describes it
as a one-semester textbook at the
precalculu s level for students with
a minimum of three years of' college
preparatory mathematics. The unifying theme is tho concept of a
mathematical function , defin ed in
terms of the concept of a set. Thus
tho book contains traditional material --y^b/modern curricula currently being introduced in . secondary
schools' and college.
"After completing the book , students should bo prepared to begin a
study of a rigorous course in calculus ," ho flta|es.
A mimeographed preliminary edition of tho book has- been used in
tho freshman mathematics course
hero since 1960.
Born in New Gloucester and a
1037 graduate of Colby, Prof essor
Combollaok has 23 years experience
as a teacher of mathematics. Ho received his Ph.D. from Boston University, For a decade prior to his appointment hero in 1948 ho was a
member of tho faculty at Northeastern University.
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" Sales - Sorvloo - Rental
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Tailors , Cleaners & Dyers
Repairing and Alterations
Custom Made Clothes
Watorvillo
22 Main St.

;
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|

FEDERAL DEPO SIT

\

iNSUR__NC_S..COItPO RATION

170 Main ! Street ¦ j
Waterville, Maine ¦ ¦ <
1

HART'S

Waterville
Savings Bank

D E N N I S O N SU P P L I E S
j
CARDS
GREETING
STU
D
IO
J
|
ROYAL T Y P E W R I T E R S
J
1
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._ — ___ -____

TICKETS NOW
ON SALE FOR
JUDITH
ANDERSON
TOMORROW NIGHT

. .'

BERRY'S
S T A T ION E RS

_ l_

The Modern Dance Club has
elected a new slate of officers for
next year. The co-chairmen are
Diane Ellsworth and Barbara j
Haines , the secretar y-treasurer ;
is Connie Portnoy, and the publicity chairmen are Diane Buckley and Joanne Wincze.
The final spring activit y of the '.
club will be a performance for ;
the 'women of the A.A.U.W. on
Ma y 16 in the Given Auditorium . !

BULL
BJ?.

LOBSTER
SIGMA. KAPPA
'
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Grand
' ' ¦¦ Time

The chairman of the Department
of Mathematics at Colby College,
Professor Wilfred J. Combellack ,
has written a textbook on- mathematics published last month by John
Wiley and Sons , Inc. of New York
City.

'Chicago Tribune', or the 'New JSTork
" - r to use the words of Mr.
Pierre Salinger. We ask « you, therefore, to. stop the harassment and
jailings of personnel of "The Worker," not to enforce the labeling provision of the McCarran Act, and to
preserve the. constitutional liberties
of all Americans.
Yours sincerely,
(etc.)
The letter was signed for the Echo
by Daniel Traister , Edit or , Sue Schaeff , Managing Editor , Neal Ossen,
Business Manager, and the following
members of the Editorial Board :
Richard Pious , Sally Ann Proctor ,
and William Witherell. The letter
was also signed by Gary Miles, previous Editor of the Echo. •
Among the other , colleges and
universities whose newspapers sent
similar letters, -were': Columbia University's DAILY SI*ECTATOR (originator of the letter), Reed College's THE QUE ST , and the University of Chicago's CHICAGO MAROON.
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The Sage

' 'Universals — why not 1'' he exclaimed. "Perhaps a rising, dynamic civilization offers a spiritual content to its inhabitants which can
be compared to the charm and variety of a club —"
I managed to slip away at this
point. I didn 't mean, to be rude, you
understand , but there was a good
bridge game making up in the corner booth,

By Bob Ipcar
The Sage was having lunch at Each time you talk with -her, you
the Spa. I joined him and opened never know quite what her reply
the conversation by remarking, will be. " He paused for a gulp of
"You always eat a club sandwich coffee and then, went on, "That can
apply to guys, too."
at noon , don't you ?"
"My double-God!" How about a
"When I find a good thing, I
stick to it ," he replied.
break ?"
"Every once in a while , I- try an"Yeah , hut you can overdo a good
thing," I countered. "The same other type of sandwich, egg, persandwich everj^ day, day after day, hap s, or chicken salad , but it
doesns't take too long to get bored.
is bound to wear thin."
What
I mean is, after a while you
' 'Not a club sandwich . . . look
can
predict
what the taste will be,
here. "
before
you
take the bite . . . I
He flipped up the corner of a
mean
it
never
varies. So I go back
,
piece of toast , exposing bits of
to
my
club
sandwich
again — that
chicken , lettuce, and tomato.
is
if
someone
hasn't
eaten
it in the
,
"See there," he said. "There's
meanwhile."
quite a variety of content , and with
"Say, I
every bite, you always get a differ"
"Of course, you can say that I
ent combination. No two bites are
can predict the general flavor of a
the same."
The Sage paused and reflected a club sandwich, too," he continued.
"But you 're never quite sure whebit.
"You know ," he went on , "a good ther each bit will be predominantly
chicken , or bacon . . . or, perhaps
girl is like a club sandwich."
••' -• ' 'in a while , but . . . "
"Oh , for God's sake!"
"Now I like universal truth once
He kept right on.
"She's full of a . variety of thines. '.n a while but . . . "
^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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| Anyone interested in joinin g
| Colby ' s seven -man team to be
Intercolle giate
sent
to
the
| Woodsmen ' s Meet at Middlebur y
! Coll ege on May 4 and 5 , contact
Shelle y Vincent , Cham plin Hall.
1
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COLBY OUTING CLUB

Officers for the comin g year
have been announced : President ,
\
i
i
i Don Springer ; Vice -President ,
Steve Ettreim ; Recordin g Secretary , Midge Walton ; CorresJeannette
ponding
Secretary,
Fannin ; Treasurer , Karen Forslund.
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Check four opin ions against L M' s Campus Opinion Poll 20
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Is B. A. good enough for the
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job you want?
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© What 's the smart
way for a cigarette
to dress?
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@ Do U.S. movies
weaken our ima ge
abroad?

D Yes

? soft pack

? box

D No
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Senior Scholar
Neigher 's Hovej
Nearing Finish

Red Reviva l
Seen On Campus
:;
Says Magazine

here's how men

%&""%&

These enormous instrumental forces call for an equally outstanding
number of choral partici pants. The
Colby College Glee Club , the Waterville Community Chorus , and the
Lamplighters are combining their
150 yoices to perform this magnificent work on Ma3^ 20 in the "Wadsworth Field'House under the direction of Professor Peter Re of the

Thanks , Wayne, a novel by Senior
Scholar Alan Neigher , is in its final
stage of creation. The book will be
bound and placed on the shelves of
the Miller Library . Mr. Neigher
hopes that the work will be published in paperback . The book should
have particular interest for botli the
faculty and students of Colby, because it is the first time a piece of
fiction has been the subject of a Senior Scholar program .
Thanks , Wayne is about a young
college student who , in the course
of commuting to his summer job ,
meets a man Avho represents the
world which he would like to enter.
However, this world is unattainable
by the student becauase of liis background. The problem he faces is
deciding whether, to abandon his
past in order to achieve his goal.
The basis of the story is the student's soul-searching re-evaluation of
his relation to his heritage and
milieu .
Mr. Neigher , an American Civilization major from Fairfield , Connecticut , does not plan to make a
career of-writing, Next year , he
will matri culate at Boston College
Law School . He commented on his
project by saying that he enjoyed
the "freedom of movement and lack
of restriction" that footnoting and
documentation do not allow in nonficti onal works. Ho cited the drawbacks of writing a novel as being
"nerves, impatience, and the great
deal of imagination reqiiired in
transferring a situation into printed
words. "
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This poem by John Donne symbolizes the Day of Judgment, the subject of the "Requiem Mass" (1837)
of Hector Berlioz. The four ends of
the earth mentioned in the poem
are represented by four brass choirs ,
which are in addition to the main
orchestra.
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At the round earth's imagined
corners ,blow
Your trumpets, Angels, and
arise, arise
From death , you numberless infinities
Of souls.

J|

- Get'Lots More' fro m -EM
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Berlioz Requiem M ass
May Glee Club Event
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Th e Communist Party is making
important gains on college cam puses in tlio United States. " This statement was made by Communist loaders at a recent national convention
that concluded with this decl aration : "Our participation in (young
Am eri cans ') stru ggles will help
unite youth against the enemy of
all — monopoly onpito-1."
In "H od Revival on Campus, " in
tho 5May issue of CAMPUS ILLUSTRATED , tho F.Tl.r. says thin declaration and ensuing activities of
th e American Communist Parly constitute a . Rod revival at colleges.
Garth a DoLoaoh , assistant dir ector
of the F.B.T. states, "Since the
c onv enti on, th o Communists hav e
boo n incr easin gly amb itious in th oir
Continu ed on Pago Nino

Colby Music Department. The 100
members of the orchestra have been
selected from the New England Conservatory Orchestra , and the Portland , Colby, and Bangor Symphony
Orchestras.
There is great , musical contrast
throughout the Requiem . Thunderous movements are interspersed
with peaceful passages, providing
variety and interest for the. listener.
Louis Hector Berlioz (1803-1869)
of France , was a self-taught performer and composer. In addition ,
he was a music critic , conductor ,
and traveller . He received the coveted Grand Prix de Rome in 1830. He
had great influence on the modern
French school , leaving about a dozen models in the "dramatic genre"
for future composers .
This is the second time a college
group has attempted this work in
this country. There will be no
charge for students with identification cards.

Geology Grant ,
Made To Three
Colby Student s

„

Waterville , Me., April 29 —
Grants for ' geological research have
been awarded to three Colby College undergraduates by the National
Science Foundation . They are Stephen Eittreim , '63 of Neptune , N.J. ;
Jon F. Hall , '63, of Portland ; and
Gerald Tays , '62, of Milton , Mass. ¦
This is the third consecutive 3-ear
Colby students have been selected
by the NSF to participate in the
ten week summer program aimed at
"furnishing support for those undergraduates capable of becoming
creative scientists or engineers."
Professor Charles F. ' Hickox , Jr.,
a member of the faculty in geology
here since 1957, is again heading
Colby 's participation .
Eitt reim will mse his grant at the
Lamont
Geological
Observatory
of Columbia University where lie
wilil be concerned chiefly with
seismological apparatus under the
direction of Dr. Paul W. Pornerov.
Hall will travel to Wyoming and
Montana to do research on excava- ""
tion s for vertebrate fossils in the
Bighorn Basin. The project will be
directed by Dr. John Ostrom of the
the Peabody Museum at Yale University.
Continued on Page Nine
On April 9, the 325 Detach ment AFROTC announced the
spring rotation of cadet officers .
Appointed to Grou p Commander
with* tho grade of Cadet Colonel
was William I. Pye, Jr. The
Group Commander is responsible
for -maintainin g proper discipline ,
neat ness , military courtes y , and
internal administration
of th e
directl
y rescadet group. Ho Is
ponsible to the Commandant of
Cadets , Captain Gerald H. Gulp,
for tho coordination of cadet activities and for tho proper performance of tho cadet group officers .
Include
assi gnments
Othor
Deputy Group Command er Cadet
Lt. Colonol Samuel R. MoCloar y,
Jr., Operations Officer Cadet Major Nelson E. Bruoo , Administra tive Officer Cadet Major Edwin
B. Cragl n, Jr., Personnel Officer Cadet Major Joh n W. MoCadet Major
Halo , Inspector
Whitne y J. Coombs , Material Officer Cadet Major Donald E.
Logro , Jr., Informati on Officer
Catlot Major J oseph A. Wri ght
II, Squadron I, Commander Cadet Captain Tim othy J. Dakin ,
and Squadron 11 Commander Cadet Captain Char les P. William son.

MULE KICKS
By Bruce Lytic
In reading last week's "Mule Kicks," I could not help thinking
that the success of Colby's athletic teams is sometimes taken for
granted. Playing against top-flight competition, Colby teams have
posted an impressive record , in most of the sports in which they have
competed. The success of the hockey Mules is well known. Bob Clifford brought the footballers two state championships and tried for

another. John Winkin 's baseball
squad has taken or shared in six
strai ght Maine Series titles and has
ranked among the top teams in New
England. Mike Loeb's soccer team
has suffered only "two" defeats in
its history. Tennis , track , and golf
have competed with varying amounts of success against New England opposition.
T wandered down to the fi eldhouse
to talk about Blue and Grey athletics with the man most responsible for their success and enjoyment ;
Lee Williams. How many students
realize that Williams has coached
Colby 's basketball squads to 11
Maino State championships in 16
yea rs here ? He has won 220 games
in this span , fourth in total victories behind Fuzzy Evens of Vermont ,
Alvin Julien of Dartmouth , and
Hugh Gree of Connecticut. Williams
is 108-35 in State competition. From
I fl/ Jl. to 1953, Mule basketball team s
rolled through 30 State Series games
without suffering a defeat. Capt.
Dave Thaxter is the latest of Williams ' basketball players to gain all
New England honors.
An indication of the respect for
Williams and for the teams which
ho has produced can be seen in his
election as first Vice-President of the
National Association of Basketball
coaches of the United States. Others
who serve as officers in this Association are Forrest Twogood of the
University of Southern California ,
Ben Carnevale of the United States
Naval Academy, Henry Iba of Oklahoma .State, Cliff Wells of Tulane ,
Alvin Julien of Dartmouth , Byron
Brannon of Texas Christian University, Bill Gardiner of Loyola ,
Sin nicy Watts of Brigham Young
University, and Joh n Egli of Penn
State. These are men coaching at
well-known basketball schools , and
Williams ' position as first VicePresident is a reflection on him as
a person and as a basketball coach .
boo Williams was also re-elected
to the Olympic Basketball Associatio n , whose job it is to pick the
basket-all teams to represent the
United States in the Olympics and
also in the Pan American Games ,
a s.ort of little Olympic for North
and South American countries . This
committee draws on eight persons
¦ ¦m — « .
j —

from the A.A.U., eight from the
N.C.A.A., and four from the Armed
Forces. Williams served a term of
four years, and he will' continue to
work with this group until 1965.
Next March , William s and other
members of the committee will meet
to organize teams for the 1963 PanAm Games and for the 1964 Olympics. Whether they will organize
tournaments to select these squads
or just pick well-known players remains to be seen. An eight-team
tournament was held in Denver in
1960 to select that year's Olympic
' earn. Among the players representing the United States at home were
Ferry Lucas , Oscar Robertson , Darryll Imhoff , Jay Arnette, -Lester
Lore , .Terry Dischinger , Jerry West,
loh Boozer , and Walt Bellamy.
Williams expressed satisfaction in
serving with this organization , main!y because it projects itsel f into the
international sports scene. To serve
on this committee is a. responsible
¦md demanding task, one which can
I)ring pride to a member. .
The Mules '- athletic director and
'his writer proceeded to get into a
discussion of the feud wh ich is reigning between the National Collegiate
Amateur Association and the Amateur Athletic Union , especially since
Williams is working on committees
'•^presenting both of these organizations . The A.A.U . has jurisdiction
-)ver amateur athletics in the United Slates. It is the most determin•i.nt o rganization in the choosing of
;nombers of our Olymp ic teams. The
NT.G. A. A . rules over college nthle'ics and judges on the amateur vio' ations , etc. , among players fro m the
•nomber Colleges in the United
States. The feud is a result of conflicts in op inions regarding ju risdiction of amateurs by these two organizations. Three years ago, the
College Basketball Coaches Association suggested that tho N.C.A.A.
stop working with the A.A.U. because the latter sought to rule on
college athletes . The N.C.A.A.
coaches believe that the A.A.U.
should have no jurisdiction over
college amateurs ; rather, they
should only he concerned with athletes who have graduated from their
respective schools. Tho N.C.A.A. be-
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JONES
YANKEE P EDLAR M OTEL
COLBY SPECIALS
COMPLETE DINNERS
5:00 - 8:00
$1.50

SPECIAL BUFFET
SATURDAY NITE

$3.50
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ATTENTION : COLBY STUDENTS
COME IN AND SEE

OUR WONDERFU L SELECTION
OF YARNSt

Available at

YARN SHOP
Ma in Street

Track Team
Places Third In
First Meet
By Bruce Hertz

Bates' Bobcats , oftentimes state
track champions, over-powered Colbyj Brandei s and Norwich in a
quadrangular meet last Saturday.
Bates racked up 89 points as compared to second place Brandeis' 31,
Colby's 27 and Norwich's 18. The
majority of Colby 's points came in
the field events!
In the field , Bing Beeson scored
the Mules only fi rst place, as he
won the pole vault with a leap of
11 ft 6 inches. Dan Polit-ica .placed
second in both the shot and the discus. Best distances in these events
were 43'feet, 6% inches in the shot
and 127 feet , 9% inches in the discus. Ken Bee took a "second in the
javelin and sophomore Bay Perkins
placed fourth in the broad jump.
In the track , events sophomore
Tom Andrews sparkled for the Mule
legmen. Andrews placed second in
the high hurdles and third in the
lows. Olney White took second in
the 100-yard dash , and Captain Matt
Perry scored a third in the 880-yard
run. Winning times in these events
were 10.3 and 1.56.3, respectively.
The Colby squad failed to place
in- the 220 and 440 yd. dashes , twomile , highjump and the . hammer.
Due to lack of outdoor practices the
Mules went to their first meet with
a decided disadvantage. The cindermen will get another chance when
they compete in the state meet tomorrow at Bowdoin.

Bates Wins 12-6;
Mules Make Poor
Showing

THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
May 5
Baseball v Bates H 3 :00
Tennis f Hebron H 2 :00
Tennis v Tufts H 1 :30
Golf f M.C.I. A

Track v State Meet at Bowdoin
Baseball f Hebron A 2 :00

By Rod -Gould
The Bobcat s of Bates walloped
May s
Golf f U. of Maine (Portland ; Colby's defending champion Mules
Saturday, 12-6, in the opener of the
Branch) H 1:30
j
Maine state baseball series. Starter
Golf v Bates H 1:30
Jim Bridgeman retired, after the
May 9
second inning, having been dented
Baseball v Maine A 2 :30
for four runs and five hits in that
Tennis v U.N.H. H 1:30
frame. Tony Ferruci relieved him in
May 10
the third and lasted only through
Track f Deering H 2 :00
the fifth inning, when Bates tallied
i Track v Bowdoin H 1:30
five runs. Tink Wagner then came
| Tennis f Bowdoin A 1:30
on in relief of Ferruci, and went
May 11
one i inning before being lifted for
Baseball 1 Husson H 3:00
May 11 Golf v New Englands A , a pinch hitter. The lone bright spot
for the Mules' mound corps was t;he
relief
pitching of left-hander Tony
are the final
| The following
S
a
rri
c
a
, fourth Colby hurler of the
stan dings for the Winter Intra day.
Sarrica
faced six batters and
mura l Sports League. They were !
struck
out
five
of them.
released by Mike Loebs , director
Colby
was
never
in the game.
'
<
of the program :
They
trailed
6-1
at
the
end of three
Intramura l Basketball
i
1
1
1
at
the
end
of five and
i
n
n
in
g
s
,
Secon d Semester
J
12-2
going
into
the
top
of
the ninth.
Won Lost Tied 1
A
four-run
ninth
prevented
the deD.U.
9
0
o!
feat
from
being
an
even
worse
huL.C.A.
8
1 0 ]
miliation
for
the
Maine
state
A „ T ,D.
6
3
0
champs.
P.L.P
5
4
0
This was a costly loss for the
K.D.R.
4
5
Oi
Mules. With the state series cut to
Phi Delt
4
5
0
six games instead of the usual nine,
A.D.P.
3
5
1
D.K.E.
2
7
0 ' one more ,setback would no doubt he
• Tau Delt
2
7
0; enough to dethrone the champs —
something which has happened' only
Zetes
1 7
1
once in the last seven years.
Intramural Hockey
Although Coach Winkin was upWon Lost Tied ;
set at the shellacking his team took ,
D.K.E.
7
1 1
he does have hopes — barring any
1
A.T.O.
6
2
d .u.
s
2
1; more snow that is—of being able to
practice outside once or twice beTau Delt
4
2
1
fore the return match with Bates
4
4
0
L.C.A.
tomorrow .
4
4
o;
[ K.D.R.
The Mules play Trinity this af1
Zetes
2
5
ternoon at 3 :00 p.m.
| Pni Delt
2
6
0

lieves that it alone should rule on
undergraduates. One example of
this conflict could be seen when
Dave Thaxter was chosen to play
]a.d.p.
o
7
i;
in the Hall of Fame game in Boston a month ago. In this contest,
the best players from New England
compete against the best players
from colleges in the Boston Area.
This game was to be played as the
first game of a basketball doubleItalian Sandwiches and Pizzas ]
header in which the Boston Celtics
At the Rotary
were featured in the second tilt.
The game and the participating
j
Call Ahead and Have Your
players were given clearance by the
Order Waiting
j
N.C.A.A. and the Boston Chapter
TR 2-8731
!
of the A .A.U. However, the National Committee of the A.A.U. deOpen Sundays at 4 :00 p.m.
clared that any college player appearing in this game would be considered a professional because the
Boston Celtics were playing on the
same program . The N.C.A.A. gave
clearance for this event , and felt
the A.A.U. should have no say
about the affair. Last fall , the col»
lego track coaches decided to take
the same stand as had the basketAmerican & Syrian Food
ball coaches. The natu re of the feud
was blown up in the press. The
N.C.A .A. does not wish to unseat
60 TEMPLE STREET
th e A.A.U., but wishes to - remain
Air Conditioning
sovereign in its own realm.
{
Leo William s also had some
things to say about the physical education program at Colby which
promotes tho Blue and Grey 's participation in intercollegiate athletics.
It i s Williams ' hope to field the
best teams possible for Colby, which
is only a small college and does not
186 SILVER ST.
;
possess a vast athletic scholarship
WATERVILLE , MAINE
\
program. Ho does recognize the fact
that . scholarship takes precedence
Phono TR 2-8013
j
over athletics , but he f eels that ,his
Member F.T. D.
depa rtm ent should alway s strive f or
excellence or as close to it as is possible for tlio Mules to attain. The
athleti c department would not bo
doing its par t if it did not do a
100% job in trying to compote with
other respectable Now England
schools. As , any basketball player
knows , William s is not one who will
stan d for mediocrity or for a person 's resignation to mediocrity . As
thi s writer wns looking at tho AllAm erican players Ron Ryan and
Frank Stephenson , William s closed
his remarks hy stating his own persona! pride in thoir achievements. It.
it his hope that athletics will continu e to contribute to the education
received at Colby.

MAJESTIC

RESTAURANT
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For The Well Groomed
COLBY STUDENT
Tel. TR 2-6021
146 Main Street
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Home Style Cooking
, Located At

!
!

GIGUERE 'S
Barber Shop and
Beaut y Shop

TONY'S
FABULOUS

i

CARRY ON
CONSTABLE

I CARRY ON NURSE
)

Cra i gs
S p ecialty
Foo ds
26 Silver St.
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SHOULD
THE
COLBY
FAMILY
HAVE
HOURS?
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Shaw,Fry, Chekhov
By Powder & Wig
By Paul Strong
"Three Funny Plays" began its two night stand last Friday evening
to an opening night audience of 98, of whom 74 were Colby students.
This is a shame. The plays were funny and deserved a better fate.
Laughter is contagious — as we saw in "Guys and Dolls;" the players
at the Waterville Opera House deserved more than the hollow ring
of laughter the 98 could afford in the cavernous theatre'.

The first presentation was George I (Suzy Martin) enters , causing her
Bernard Shaw's THE DARK LADY Queenly freckles "Out, out damned
OF THE SONNETS. Frank Ste- spots." Shakespeare quickly takes
phenson was superb in his portrayal this down on a pad he carries for
of the playwright Shakespeare who just such occasions. The Dark lady
borrows other's phrases to incorpor- (Alice Evans) arrives in time to
ate into his plays. In his encounter find he Shakespeare in the arms of
with the Beefeater (Peter Brown) the Queen, and bemoans her fate as
we learn of his clandestine meetings one who has her love affairs writwith the Dark Lady. The Beefeater ten in sonnets which no> decent peris bribed , leaves, and the Queen son would read. This first offering
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moved quickly and was produced
with imagination.
The second play, Christopher
Fry 's A PHOENIX TOO -SEQUENT had its problems. The play
is concerned with a slave and her
mistress who have decided to starve
to death in the tomb of their dead
master. A young soldier enters and
a conflict between carnal desire and
"spiritual" needs ensues in the
minds of the two women, they are
hungry for the soldier as well as
for the food and wine he has
brought. Consistent with their avowed purpose , the women decide finally to- "drink one for the road. "
The slave gets drunk , falls asleep,
and the mistress and the soldier
"fall in love." Out of the tomb of
her old love a new love arises (thus
the phoenix too frequent) . Suzy
Martin , as the Roman slave with
the Brooklyn accent , added sparkle
and movement to a production which
could have seen the PHOENIX's
death in revival. Cynthi a Carroll's
portrayal of the wife torn between
duty and desire, and Jon Moody 's
soldier who is convinced that love
is more ideal than real, were fine
jobs. The main stumbling block was
some excessive dialogue between the
mistress and the soldier in the middle of the play which slowed it down
considerably.
The last entry, Chekhov's THE
MARRIAGE PROPOSAL, found a
conflict apparent on the stage. Is
Chekhov to be played as 'burlesque
(The Three Stooges), with caricatures and pie-throwing, or rather
with more reserve — perhaps with
something resembling "realism".
The problem of interpretation

seemed most apparent in the approach taken by the three students.
Matt Perry was most effective as
the milque-toast suitor who comes to
ask the hand of his neighbor 's
daughter, the buxom and husky
Natalya (Barbara McGillieuddy).
Before le can propose, however,
they argue about the ownership of
adjoining land as well as which of
the two has the better hunting dog.
The father who straightens things
out was caricatured well by Frank
Wiswall, as the large-framed, cigar
smoking Russian. Miss McGillicuddy too was amusing, with mer accent and histrionics. It would seem,
however, that Mr. Perry was most
successful of the three, for he
seemed to be trying to play the part
relatively straight, create a charac-

ter. One of Chekov's greatest abilities' seems ' to lie in his creation of
truly memorable people, as we saw
in last year's production of TH hi
THREE SISTERS. Although a
"straight" presentation of the comedy would have resulted in a different production , it is possible that
this would have been a superior and
more meaningful experience of theatre. Although the 98 souls who
braved the fifty-degree night air
laughed most heartily at this play,
it is questionable whether or not
this was simply the laughter of the
groundlings , amused by seeing an
actor get knocked down only to
have water spilled in his face , or
the more refined laughter which we
found in the DARK LADY and
which, perhaps, Chekhov intended.

Appointments

USNSA : Bob . Gula, ch. Jim Salisbury, v. ch. Peggy Fuchs, sec.
Academic Life : Bob Gula, ch. Boh
Crespi, v.ch. Sue Ferries, sec.
Athletic Activities : Peter Archer,
ch. Norm Dukes, v.ch. Morgan McGinley, sec.
Physical Plant : Donn Sprinnger,
ch. Ken Young, v.ch. Martha Hinks,
sec.
Dining Facilities : Dusty Rhoades,
Continued on Page Nine

Committee Appointments Approved , April 30, 1962 (including
subcommittees)
Elections : Peggy Fuchs, ch.
Publicity : Pam Pierson, ch. Bill
Dowden, v.ch.
>
finance
:•
Kim
Kimball
ch.
,
Social : Bob Wise, ch. Lora Kreeger, sec.
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Swimstrfpes go sophisticate this
¦
'. ' ' ' summer! See their softened elegance in the Surf Club look of "Key
West ," a maillot with bare ,bare back.
Shaped in mere ounces of lightest
nylon knit ,Circolair® bra,8-14,23.95.
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BERGER DISCUSSES

Continued from Page Three' i
the debunking motif as they help"'
one
experience
the
"culture
shock" at home one usually feels
upon coming across a culture radically different from one's own.
With the growth of role theory,
the perspective of society as a stage
and the individual as an actor arose.
Thus, one can look at the developments of sociology from the point
of view of the American imagination — the imagination of the unofficial. With the sociological vision
one sees that society is not what it
seem s, that the "official" interpretation is usually wrong, and that

human beings are cheats, but there
is nothing more satisfying than the
contemplation of the human comedy,
Mr. Berger said. The sociological
vision has value to others beside the
sociologists , he added. It provides
the view of society as a carnival,
but this understanding is the first
step on the way to freedom from the
falseness of society.
ART REVIEW

Continued from Page -hiee
to the refined , and from the dramatic to the quiet , more spiritualized
revelation.
The remainder of the lecture was
devoted to a general view of Rembrandt's prints, many of which can
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gfakoff Wins
Levine Contest
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SWEAT
SHIRT
' KNITS

THEY'RE
TERRIFIC !

be seen in the original at the Bixler
Gallery. Mr. Carpenter noted the
artist's interest in Biblical incident s, particularly the story of Tobit,
around which he did a series of
etchings. JMr.r Carpenter concluded
by showing "The Sacrifice of Isaac,"
a late work which illustrated excellently the reconciliation of the
three, elements, personality, style,
and medium, which Rembrandt
achieved.
Mr. Carpenter's lecture was informative and thoughtful, and reflected the refreshing approach to
art which makes his lectures a delight to attend, whether they are
part of a course or "special."
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Waterville, April 23 — The Julius
and Rachel Levine Public Speaking
Contest was held here tonight. First
prize of $50 was won hy Stuart Rakoff , '65. The general topic of the
contest was "The Role of the Republican Party in the New Frontier.
Ken Rohbins and Steve Schoeman
won second and third prizes , respectively. Other contestants were Robert
E. Baggs and Anna K. Owens.
Judges were Bruce W. Chandler,
Richard N. Dyer, and George R.
Keller.
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TJ fashions sweat shirt knit into soft , comfortable
Poor Boy pullovers and Hot Dog pants that fit
like skin. Together they 're -unbeata ble - - - and at
a poor boy price ! Washable , of ocurse .
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POOR BOY pullovers

in luscious sweater colors - - - Bright blue ,
; powdor blue , yellow and white. Sizes small ,
. medium and largo.

All purpose oardlgon In soft , absorbent ,
sweatshirt knit (tho fabric that 'breathes '
for cool comfort.) Flooo y white with wavy
braid trim. Sizes small , Imodium and largo.
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174 Silver Street
(Enter at Rummels )
: ; Open Daily 10 to 5 p.m,

; EVERYBODY knows about TJ' s HOT D OGS
- and ovorybody ' s wearing thorn. Black or
• bright blue. TJ's true-fit sizes s to 15.

: HOODED CARDIGAN

! Available in open stock
whenever you please. ]
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As I conclude this note, may I
extend to the Echo my hearty
greetings and warm appreciation for
its consistently high level of reporting and editorial comments? This
weekly encounter has been my most
precious experience here.
A. N. Parideya
Department of Religion
and Philosophy
May 1, 1962
THE NEW SOCIAL DISEASES
aro
* OVERKILL EUPHORIA
and
NUCLEAR PROSTRATUS
v
EXTREMIS
Either one will satisfy your
Secret Death Wish ! I I
IF THE HEAD IS PROTEOTEDTHE NATION WILL SURVIYE !

1

IF THE HEAD IS PROTECTED THE NATION WILL SURVIV. I
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: HOT DOG Pants

-amnions that fit like skin • • - labored for
! TJ's fabulous fit. Blaok , powdor blue , yellow
• and whito. Sizes 6 to 15.
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Continued from Page Thre»
Obviously, I was trying to articulate an outlook which characterizes our democratic temper in India
today. If this temper must be classified in terms of the prevailing polarities in America today, it could
be, perhaps, placed alongside liberalism as defined by Professor Westin :
THE LIBERALS advocate positive government to regulate enterprise, provide social welfare,
and insure civil rights -(racial
and religious rights) ; they advocate minimal government in the
areas of cultural and political •
expression. The CONSERVATIVES reverse the formula. They
urge positive government to control cultural and political expression but the least possible government in the field of enterprise,
-welfare, and civil rights.
I am aware that there are many
who would not hesitate to characterize American liberalism as "communism." In .such eyes , what I was
trying to articulate would he, by
the same token, nothing but . . .
How is one to lodge one's protest
against such confused semantics,
except in the manner implicit in the
concluding sentences of my remark
before the distinguished body of
Colby alumni.
If sometime in the near or not-sonear future, some inspired members
of the House Unamerican Activities
Committee were to fix their patriotic gaze on the report published in
your .weekly issue of April 27, and
the administration finds itself under its withering suspicion for having brought a . . . . from India
as its first Visiting Lecturer from
that dangerous land ; if such a situation ever arises' this postscript,
I hope, would be of some assistance
to the harassed parties. As for my
students on the campus, I do not
have to offer any elucidations, emendations , or apologies ; for I know
that they know.

I
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To the Editor :
We hear so much of .what is
wrong with the Colby system and
its students on Fridays I feel it is.
time that something of humanitarian merit as reflected by a portion
of the student body should be printed. Criticism is a wonderful weapon
with which to insure democratic
principle but then, so is a little"heart" in the right places.
Last Friday night, seven of the
Colby Ettes, under the leadership
of Susan Ferries, went to Togus,
the Veteran's Administration Hospital in Augusta, to sing for the
patients. There was no stage, no
big clean ward with patients all
smiling and eager to applaud. Rather, it meant standing in each respective hallway singing to people
too ill or tired to come out of rooms.
The applause wasn't big but the
Ettes were assured their i effort was
appreciated. It is a totally different isolated world at Togus and my
bit of c 'volunteer" effort is , appreciated.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Colby Ettes for
their willingness to sing for the patients, and their equal willingness
to do a hotter job than they had
any inclination they would do when
they sa,w their patients and audience.
Ellen Larkin
Chairman For Togus
April 30, 1962
To the Editor :
At the All-College Assembly, President Strider mad© . '-a statement
which I think shottla\have appeared
in one of your ''finance" articles
of the April 27 issue. This statement
concerned the moral obligation of
scholarship recipients to repay the
gifts which help finance their education. How many recipients, including myself , are aware of this obligation and its importance in maintaining an effective scholarship program ? The President pointed out
that no one would ask for this scholarship money, but that those individuals, when financially able, should
want to offer the same opportunity
which they received from scholarships.
I do not recall ever hearing similar comments on the subject. While
perhaps implicit, more frequent explicit comments by the President
and others might produce a greater
awareness of this moral obligation.
A. Lawrence Barr, '63
May 1, 1962
To the Editor :
Your editorial "Lectures" worries
about the impressions we make on
lecturers. Especially do you worry
about "first impressions." You accept the posture that the "halfempty" hall leaves a had impression.
How much do you. believe, and take
seriously, your declaration, "The
reputation of a school depends on
the impression it makes . . . " ?
What manner of impressions are the
meaningful ones ?
I doubt that the eminent visitors
you refer to form the snap judgments you stress. Thoy are trained
to doubt their first impressions and
thoir tenth, and to rely on their
reflective, and lifelong, impressions.
Their gossip with their ^colleagues"
back in -their homo territory is not
mado of the lean material you cite.
Do you threaten that if we do not
occupy :seats . .in - lecture halls our
visitors will .boycott ju's'P Surely our
visitors aro too imprqssivo to bo
shackled hy tho Itlun matters of appearances.
Is tlio "hulf-binpty " lecture hall
such a j nagging and ielusive problem P
Are not the absentees and listeners
close neighbors P bannot wo marshal
tho squad, land tho intellect, to assess tlio nature df this problem P
What 'can wo understand if wo fail
to bo able to understand suoh a
parish issue,? Do we stand' a chance
of . evading Timluotoo .if wo. cannot
estimate a 'little problem * on our
own hillside P
W could oxpoiimont with a dis^ .straightway.
cussion
. '
Continued on Pago JSfino

MILLER AND WISWALL

Continued from Page One
of Stu-G. Neil Butler, acting in the
absence of Tim Dakin, Chief Justice
of Men 's Judiciary, then swore into
office John Wesley Miller HI, Peter
Archer, and. Ralph Kimball, newlyelected "President, Vice-President,
and Treasurer of Stu-G, respectively.
Following his inauguration, Wesley Miller spoke of his plans for
Stu-G during the coming ten
months. He first congratulated the
outgoing Executive Board for its
work during the past administration , and then attempted to define
Stu-G's role as he sees it.
Stu-G is, according to Miller, responsible to the College to work in
its best interests. It must find committments in any areas tangent to
student life : the concerns of the
students should be Stu-G's concerns,
Maximum utilization of college facilities, redistribution of power, and
positive social change are the three
avenues of approach to a more efficient Stu-G, as outlined by Miller
in his talk.
Miller indicated that, in his opinion, the key to such greater efficiency lies primarily in the second point,
redistribution of power. An expanded referendum procedure, formation
of a constitution revision committee, and the formation of an aggressive committee system are to be the
basis of this road of action. Peojile
are needed willing to devote a fewhours each week to serving on such
committees, which will be standing
committees under the new Stu-G.
Legislation arises from the floor
will be referred to these committees
for study, and the committees will
also initiate new legislation on their
own. It is hoped, indicated Miller,
.hat students who have active critical concerns will, through the expanded committee system, be givea
the opportunity to serve constructively on Stu-G.
In discussing the relationship between Stu-G and the College administration, Miller stated, "Though we
may disagree, we must always be
careful to command the wrespect of
the administration."
Miller also noted that the upcoming celebration of Colby's sesquicentennial imposed special responsibilities upon all campus organizations.
Concerns of any and all groups of

students or of individuals will be,
it is hoped, communicated to Stu-G
members.
Following Miller's address , a regular business meeting of Stu-G was
held. It is reported in the minutes,
elsewhere in this paper.-

Chronologically, historically, geographically. Getting over to brass
tacks could document the "lecture"
problem brilliantly. Students deserve
none of the blame they get in this
matter. What communal powers of
observation and analysis have the
grown-ups applied ?
GEOLOGY GRANT
David G. Bridgman
Continued from Page Five
Department of History
Tays will be doing field mapping
and Government
in Maine between Greenville "and
May
1: 1962
Millinocket. Webb Stickney of the
Maine State Geological Survey will
RED. REVI VAL
be in charge of the work.
Continued from Page Five
BRIDGMAN LETTER
designs on youth. DeLoach lists the
Continued from Page Eight
following as specific Communist proViktor Frankl comes next Wed- grams directed toward the campus :
nesday evening. We can spare nine- 1) an intensive speech campaign ;
ty minutes to sit near him, one who 2) a. new national publication, "New
survived three years of Nazi-fabri- Horizons for Youth," printed under
cated hell. His book is about concen- the auspices of the National Commutration, about the survival uses of nist Party Youth Director ; 3) a
"cold curiosity, " of passionate ob- special youth committee — one orservation, of religious fortitude. Of ganized to win support for Comcourse, he writes not of "facts" and munist causes among broad seg"events." He concluded , as a grad- ments of our college population.
uate of hell that "personal experi- The F.B.I, draws a moral from
ence" was what counted infinitely this Communist campaign, which
more.
also includes promoting student upLecture attendance and personal risings in the form of mob violence;
experience, doubtless, link up. subversion through peace cam-

paigns, and a constant flood of Red
posters and literature. The F.B.I.
states : ''Students, a prime target
of Communists, have helped topple
governments around the world.
Communists are going all out to
ready the U.S. for a similar fate.
Most disturbing is that many student groups in the U.S. are totally
unaware of the extent to which they
can be victimized and exploited by
the Communists who twist idealistic concepts to snare young college
students who find it hard to resist
fighting for a 'cause' " .
APPOINTMENTS

Deane Minahan, v.ch.
Sesquicentennial : All committee
chairmen.
The president is a member, exofficio , of all committees.
JUDITH ANDERSON

Continued from Page One
forming a part is an emotionally
and physically exhausting task.
When young people ask me how to
succeed as an actress, I have one
word of advice : Work , Work,
Work." Her method of absorbing a
part is a curious combination of
deep study and concentration. "I
work until the character takes hold
of me and shapes into a definite
form. I do much more than memorize and give lines. The characterization must become a part of me.**
Tickets for the perform ance are
being sold in the Spa this week, and
will be sold at the Box Office Saturday night as well.

Continued from Page Seven
ch. Jerry Speers, v.ch. Karen Beganny, sec. Constitution : Marsha Palmer, ch.
Cultural Life : Jon Hall, ch. Dave
Green , v.ch.
Class Development :Ken Bobbins ,
ch. Steve Schoeman, v.ch. William
__
__
Oates, Jr., sec.
Freshmen Orientation : Cynthia
Smith, ch. Deane Minahan , v.ch. / Viktor Frankl delivers Averill
Sue Comeau, sec.
Lecture in Runnals Union on ;
Women's Activities : Marsha PalMay 9, at 8 :00 p.m.
mer, ch.
Handbook : Peter Archer, ch.
__
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First field trip
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WALK ON THE
WILD SIDE
! Lawrence .Har vey *
! Bar bara Stanw yck
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Anne Baxter
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Jane Fonda
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One of the most important rules of girl watching is this :
keep moving. In fact , it is always a good idea not only
to move , but to appear to be going somewhere. (This is
especially important on.-group' field trips.) Beautiful girls,
although they enjoy being watched, are instinctively sitspicious of strollers and downright fearful of loiterers.

The man who is walking briskly, who looks like hVs
"going pl ace s," makes a better girl watcher. For one
thing, he sees more total girls and in the end he enj oy:"}
his hobby more. (If you are planning an extended field
trip-to Paris and Rome, for example-be sure to pack
a couple of cartons of Pall Mall.)

WHY BE AN AMATEUri?
Jf \ K
Pall Mi-lit
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOblETY
_
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OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!
• I*W^PWfe^^ p^SB|
FREE membership CARD.Visit the editorial office of IIMl IIMBMB IB
IS SO ^OOQ
thispublication forafreemcmbershipcard in thcworld's

on ly society d evot ed t o d iscreet ,but relentless
¦ ,girl watch*

ing. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.

This nctbnsc- on the book, "The Girl Watcher's OuWe." Text;
Copyright by Donald J. Snuera. Drawings;: Copyright by Eldon
Dctllni. Reprinted by permission of Harper & Brothers.
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Week of April 30

The regular weekly meeting of the Student Government was called
to order on April 30, 1962 at 7:00 by Pres. J. Wesley Miller. Senior
Glass, Mary Low Hall , Inter-Faith, and the Vice President were not
present. The Secretary's minutes were read and approved. The treasurer reported a Sinking Fund balance of $3164.00 and a cash balance

of f381.00. All organizations must / last Thursday evening. He reported
submit a balance sheet, a projected that only about 50 Freshmen had
budget , and a copy of their consti- attended this rally.
tution before their budget can be 3. Results of the class elections and
the referendum questions were reapproved.
viewed
and special attention was
OLD BUSINESS
drawn
to
the fact that the Constitu1. A letter from Mr. Barlow contional
Amendment
granting voting
cerning the following Student Govpower
to
the
NSA
Coordinator
and
ernment financial obligations in
'
the
Social
Chairman
was
passed.
sponsoring Mr. James Jackson to
speak on campus was read : a) an
4. Student Government would like
honorarium of $150, b) the cost of to thank the following people for
setting up chairs in the Field House, helping on the elections last Friand c) police protection. Mr. Wis- day : Peggy Archer, Barbara Carr,
wall said that it was his understand- Dian Emerson, Susan Ferries, Peter
ing from previous consultation that Pawlowicz, Cynthia Smith, Judy
Stu G would pay the honorarium, Thompson, and Cile Tougas.
BUT that since the college chose to
5. Mr. Miller indicated that the
locate the speaker in the Field
Pizza Man is back in town . The
House rather than in a scheduled
Deans gave the following reasons
auditorium that it is the College's
for excluding him from campus : a)
responsibility to cover the cost of
to protect students from salesmansetting up chairs and police protecship, and b) the college approved
tion. It was also suggested that the
only the married students selling
chairs are being set up for the Bersandwiches in the dorms.
lioz Requiem which must be present6. Since the weather has been so
ed in the Field House the next evepoor
this week, it was decided to
ning. . Both Dean Niekerson and
postpone
Colby Green Grass Week
Dean Seaman offered to assist Mr.
to
next
week
beginning May 6.
Miller in working this out by speak7. The following committees were
ing in the Administrative Commitaccepted by the Council : Elections,
tee meeting.
2. President Miller reported on
the Freshman Class "Meet the Candidates" meeting which was held

Publicity, Finance, Social life,
USNSA, and the Student-Faculty
subcommittees on Academic life,
Athletics, Physical Plant Dining
Procedures, Constitutional Revision,
Cultural life, Class Development,
Freshmen Orientation , Women 's Activities, Traffic, Student Handbook,
and secretaries will be published
separately.
NEW BUSINESS
1. An inquiry was made concerning appointment of chairmen for the
Winter Carnival Committee. It was
reported that Jon Frederickson and
Booty Bruno were the co-chairmen.
Treasurer Kimball requested the
budget of the committee so that he
may review it immediately.
2. USNSA Reports by Coordinator Bob Gula :
a. Mr. Gula recommended that in
the future the Student Association
take action upon recommendations
of the USNSA Committee with respect to matters of national interest.
Mr. Wiswall further added that the
Council act -judiciously m these matters.
b. The following opportunities in
the National Office of USNSA are
open for college graduates . Anyone
interested is requested to get in
touch with Mr. Gula for job description and application blanks.
Assistant to the President
Administrative Assistant to the
National Affairs
Vice President
Public Relations Director
Publications Director of Stu G Information Service
Administrative Assistant, International Commission
Campus International Administrator

Assistant for Latin American Affairs
c. USNSA National urges all students by communication with Congressmen and letters of encouragement to the Los Angeles Protest
groups to oppose the reactivation of
the House of Unamerican Activities,
as this committee in their recent
hearings in Los Angeles used tbe
same techniques that caused the
USNSA to adopt their policy calling
for the abolition of this Committee
¦>
last summer.
d. USNSA requests the same action be taken by students concerning the Mansfield-Dirkson bill' concerning literacy in voting procedures.
e. Mr. Gula reported that he
hopes to secure a special bulletin
board in the library which shall be
dedicated to USNSA business only.
3. Student Government is looking
into the possibility of purchasing
the Colby 8 bus. Mr. Kimball is investigating this opportunity.
4. The possibility for installing a
telephone in the Student Government room was discussed. The responsibility of further investigation
was delegated to the Chair.
5. Mr. Wiswall gave the following report on the referendum procedure. He said that in the election
concerning constitutional revision
which was held under his administration, the required 50% of the
student body did not vote. In the
most recent election under the new
administration 50% did vote. He
said that since Stu G cannot count
on this 50% vote he could only plea
for liberal interpretation of this
Constitutional phrase. He proposed
to' the Council that they amend the

Constitution so that only a 26% affirmative vote be necessary for the.
passage of any bill by referendum
vote regardless of whether or not
50% of the student body has voted.
This proposal was tabled until the
next referendum is held. Mr. Wiswall further reported that he received reply from Mr. Sturdevant
^
concerning his letter of last week,
and that Mr. Sturtevant would be
very pleased to meet with Mr. Wiswall informally to discuss TrusteeStudent relationships.
6. Dean Niekerson made a statement concerning the breaking of
the lights on the path to the women's dorms. He considered this
practice not only dangerous to the
women but an expense to the college (each light cost approximately
S100).
7. An investigation of the butchering of the trees and shrubs around
Johnson Pond by the College was
delegated to the Committee on Physical Plant.
8. A question was raised from the
floor concerning the Council's opinion of the honor system that was
recently voted on. in a referendum.
It was pointed out, however, that
since the Student Council is made
up of representatives of the Student
Body their opinion as a body would
be of no use. It was noted that in
the referendum vote, the student
body voted affirmative by a 3 to 1
ratio.
There being no further business
the meeting was adjourned at 8:40.
Respectfully submitted,
Marsha Palmer, Secretary
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